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W H AT I S P H A N T O M ?

Phantom is an independent digital creative
agency with headquarters in London.
We’ve had pretty massive success and growth, working hand in hand with
incredible clients including Google, Sony Music and The Financial Times. We
started with just four Phantoms in 2013 and have grown to a team of 30+ since
then. We love being a young agency, excited everyday about what we do.
Phantom is above all else a creative agency, but definitely not in the sense that
we only care about making pretty things. Every single member of our team is
an innovator, both creative and technical to the core. Together we truly have
an incredible collection of experience, collaborating with people and brands
that have inspired us to do amazing work. To us, it’s obvious that the traditional
agency structure is outdated. Having been on the studio floor for years upon
years, we understand and relate to every step and frustration of a project. We
built Phantom on the foundation that we would never lose sight of this and worked
to create an agency focussed entirely from the perspective of the studio, rather
than management. We’re also really selective about who we work with. As a
young agency, it’s far more important for us to put our full energy into the brands
we loved to work with, rather than attempting to spread ourselves thin. This has
been a really successful approach for us, allowing to scale quickly while building a
portfolio of incredible projects. We really do love our clients and we’re so lucky to
work with some of the best in the world. They are awesome to us and in return, we
work hard for their brands - creating innovative, technically advanced solutions to
their challenges.
Our projects are carefully planned, well paced and have incredible impact (we’re
talking millions upon millions of people across the world). Last but not least, we’re
growing and always on the look out for the perfect new Phantom to join us. Our
team of in-house designers, developers, project managers and strategists is small
enough to ensure access to a varied and exciting career path, yet big enough to
perform at the top of our game. We live to prove that a small, agile team can think
and deliver huge.
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W H AT M A K E S A P H A N T O M ?

People are everything. Our team, our clients
and our users.
We value individuality and have chosen Phantoms specifically to contrast
and compliment each other’s skills, styles and ambitions. By nature we are
perfectionists who thrive on collaboration, take inspiration from our interests and
are always willing to go the extra mile and help each other out. We’re also a little
obsessed with our own brand and can usually be spotted wearing our logo on our
shirt or laptop. Just a little symbol of how invested PHANTOM’s are in their team
and achievements.

A few pointers:
+ We are excited. We love what we do and our enthusiasm is always on show. We
love that Phantoms don’t hold back and dive right into projects.
+ We are naturals. We value genuine talent above almost all else and tend not to
get too stuck on years or credentials where it’s not important.
+ We care about eachother. This means being resourceful, reliable and helpful to
other Phantoms, as well as (of course) our clients and our users. We are genuinely
all friends and like to spend time together.
+ We are driven. It’s instantly obvious that this isn’t just a job to us. We all equally
want Phantom to prosper and all contribute to its success.
+ We value innovation and creativity. Not just on the design team, but throughout
the whole agency. Our brainstorms include everyone - we know anyone can
come up with the best idea.
+ We are strategic and analytical. Attention to detail and having the ability and
initiative to solve problems effectively is extremely important to us.
+ We’re proud. In no circumstance is there such thing as a bare minimum. We put
our all into everything we do.
+ We have fun. Phantom is a really fun and social place to work. We make sure
benefits of our success go back into the the team.
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W H AT D O W E N E E D F R O M Y O U ?

You’re a Designer who strives to push the
boundaries of creativity and technology.
We are looking for an enthusiastic designer who is looking to move their career
to the next level. The candidate should have extensive agency experience and a
strong portfolio. The role will involve working on a number of high impact projects
for massive global brands including Google, Sony Music and the Financial Times.
You will collaborate with designers, strategists and developers on creative
concepts and approaches. Using your strong design skills and experience to
develop original concepts all the way through to final delivery. You should be
ready to present work to clients and stakeholders and be able to represent
Phantom at all stages of engagement.
Above all we really value the ability to find unique solutions to everyday problems.
As we are a young company you will have the opportunity and freedom to shape
the way we work.

How you’ll be right for this role
+ 2+ years experience in a design role within an agency or equivalent.
+ Have a proven track record of understanding and transforming briefs into
incredible creative solutions with a clear and relevant strategy behind them.
+ Strong communication skills - you will need to be able to clearly and concisely
express your professional opinion and explain your ideas.
+ You must be enthusiastic and passionate.
+ Have experience designing for digital campaigns and web builds with an
excellent understanding of the technical possibilities and the outer limits of digital
production.
+ Care about responsive and ‘mobile first’ design.
+ Have extensive experience working with Photoshop, Illustrator, AfterEffects, etc.
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Nice to haves
+ Experience in video production or motion graphics.
+ Direct client interaction experience with the ability to understand client vision and
present designs and concepts.

HOW YOU’LL WORK

You will be London based, working from a mixture of our own office as well as the
Google’s offices in both Victoria and Soho. Our standard hours are 9:30am to
6pm and we try our very best not to work too many stressful midnights. There may
also be some need to travel at times, so please try not to be too terrified of flying.
Working with Google, we use VC (video conferencing) a lot to communicate with
a multitude of different nationalities. You will also need to be equally confident
presenting, speaking and responding quickly in person. Our clients are used to us
being pretty damn approachable.

G O A H E A D A N D A P P LY

We’d love to hear from you. Please get in touch at boo@phntms.com with your CV,
cover letter and link to your portfolio.
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